### TEAM SCORING SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Standings</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Scoring Order</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3-4-5-6-8(12)(13)</td>
<td>1:40:46</td>
<td>20:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1-2-7-9-10(11)(14)</td>
<td>1:40:09</td>
<td>20:02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

#### TEAM: Case Western
- **Sam MERRIMAN (JR)**: 1st place, 19:24.0
- **Aidan DESANTO (JR)**: 2nd place, 19:44.0 (Gap: 0:20.0)
- **Matt ANDREWS (JR)**: 3rd place, 20:00.0 (Gap: 0:36.0)
- **Gus KAZEK (SR)**: 4th place, 20:08.0 (Gap: 0:44.0)
- **Ryan SCANLON (FR)**: 5th place, 20:09.0 (Gap: 0:45.0)
- **Elliot THORKELSON (JR)**: 6th place, 20:12.0 (Gap: 0:48.0)
- **Luke ROBBINS (FR)**: 7th place, 20:16.0 (Gap: 0:52.0)
- **Ross MARTIN (JR)**: 8th place, 20:17.0 (Gap: 0:53.0)
- **Matt OSWALD (SR)**: 9th place, 20:19.0 (Gap: 0:55.0)
- **Benjamin RESNICK (SO)**: 10th place, 20:26.0 (Gap: 1:02.0)
- **Nick KNORZ (JR)**: 11th place, 20:29.0 (Gap: 1:05.0)
- **Matt OSWALD (SR)**: 12th place, 20:30.0 (Gap: 1:06.0)
- **Chad BURROW (FR)**: 13th place, 20:30.0 (Gap: 1:06.0)
- **Benjamin RESNICK (SO)**: 14th place, 20:31.0 (Gap: 1:07.0)
- **Andrew GREEN (FR)**: 15th place, 20:32.0 (Gap: 1:08.0)
- **Matt HALLGARTH (FR)**: 16th place, 20:37.0 (Gap: 1:13.0)
- **Matt THOMAS (FR)**: 17th place, 20:39.0 (Gap: 1:15.0)
- **Karthis RAVICHANDRAN**: 18th place, 20:40.0 (Gap: 1:16.0)
- **Alex RYAN (SO)**: 19th place, 20:43.0 (Gap: 1:19.0)
- **Jared KOKINOS (FR)**: 20th place, 20:51.0 (Gap: 1:27.0)
- **Jimmy WHITE (JR)**: 21st place, 20:53.0 (Gap: 1:29.0)
- **Corey LARGE (JR)**: 22nd place, 21:03.0 (Gap: 1:39.0)
- **Joseph CABRAL (SO)**: 23rd place, 21:06.0 (Gap: 1:42.0)
- **James GIBSON (JR)**: 24th place, 21:07.0 (Gap: 1:43.0)
- **Patrick LEO (SR)**: 25th place, 21:17.0 (Gap: 1:53.0)
- **Robert IRIYE (SO)**: 26th place, 21:19.0 (Gap: 1:55.0)
- **Patrick MCGUIRE (FR)**: 27th place, 21:20.0 (Gap: 1:56.0)
- **Andrew HAMM (SR)**: 28th place, 21:21.0 (Gap: 1:57.0)
- **Evan FRITZKE (FR)**: 29th place, 21:26.0 (Gap: 2:02.0)
- **Ryan HONENS (JR)**: 30th place, 21:39.0 (Gap: 2:15.0)
- **Jacob GOLDBERG (FR)**: 31st place, 21:42.0 (Gap: 2:18.0)
- **Michael KLEIN (FR)**: 32nd place, 21:50.0 (Gap: 2:26.0)
- **Jack KAWALEC (FR)**: 33rd place, 21:52.0 (Gap: 2:28.0)
- **Ian PARKER (SO)**: 34th place, 22:02.0 (Gap: 2:38.0)
- **Paul HALLIDAY (SO)**: 35th place, 22:13.0 (Gap: 2:49.0)
- **Nathaniel BAILEY (FR)**: 36th place, 22:18.0 (Gap: 2:54.0)
- **Mitch BALLER (SR)**: 37th place, 22:26.0 (Gap: 3:02.0)
- **Connor COLOMBO (FR)**: 38th place, 22:32.0 (Gap: 3:08.0)
- **Kyle MONAHAN (SO)**: 39th place, 22:39.0 (Gap: 3:15.0)
- **Keegan MANDERFIELD**: 40th place, 22:41.0 (Gap: 3:17.0)
- **Will CAMERON (SR)**: 41st place, 22:44.0 (Gap: 3:20.0)

#### TEAM: John Carroll
- **Kevin SCHLEITWILER (JR)**: 42nd place, 22:49.0 (Gap: 3:25.0)
- **Zack MODZELEWSKI (SO)**: 43rd place, 23:41.0 (Gap: 4:17.0)